Historical Meet and Greet
Part Three

Directions:

1. Fill in the following form as you “meet and greet” other delegates to the Constitutional Convention.

2. You will need to write down 4 facts about each delegate that you meet, as well as the distance that delegate has traveled to get to Philadelphia.

3. Complete the summary information at the end of this worksheet after you have finished all of your “meet and greet” sessions.

*********************************************************

I ______________________ (your real name) have met the following Delegates today……….

1. Delegate’s name:__________________________________
Delegate’s state:___________________________________
Distance delegate traveled to Philadelphia:_____________
    a.__________________________________________
    b.__________________________________________
    c.__________________________________________
    d.__________________________________________

2. Delegate’s name:__________________________________
Delegate’s state:___________________________________
Distance Delegate traveled to Philadelphia:_____________
    a.__________________________________________
    b.__________________________________________
    c.__________________________________________
    d.__________________________________________
3. Delegate’s name:__________________________________
Delegate’s state:___________________________________
Distance Delegate traveled to Philadelphia:_____________
  a.__________________________________________
  b.__________________________________________
  c.__________________________________________
  d.__________________________________________

4. Delegate’s name:__________________________________
Delegate’s state:___________________________________
Distance Delegate traveled to Philadelphia:_____________
  a.__________________________________________
  b.__________________________________________
  c.__________________________________________
  d.__________________________________________

5. Delegate’s name:__________________________________
Delegate’s state:___________________________________
Distance Delegate traveled to Philadelphia:_____________
  a.__________________________________________
  b.__________________________________________
  c.__________________________________________
  d.__________________________________________
Summary: You will need to think about the 5 delegates you met today and answer the following questions.

Who was the most impressive? ____________________________________________
Why?__________________________________________________________________

Who surprised you the most?____________________________________________
Why?__________________________________________________________________

Who was your favorite?_________________________________________________
Why?________________________________________________________________

How do you feel at this point wearing your coat for the entire class?_________